
 

Sunlite Dmx 512 Driver

i have bought a sunlite slesa-2dmx512 and i've got some problems to set it up. i have connected
it to the dmx-512 device, but it doesn't seem to recognize the receiver correctly. all i get is a

'gslt" on my seven segment display, and the computer doesn't recognize it too. i have followed
the manual and tried different ways to set it up but nothing. now i've already heard this could be

because i am using the silver dongle instead of the gold one. so i just can't get the receiver to
work with the computer. have anyone had the same problem and are there any suggestions?

hello, i was wondering if the winusb.dll is the complete dll that you install with the driver? i have
the trial version of this driver and ive read that if i install this "update" i will have the full version.
is that correct? if the sunlite dmx512 dongle's led intensities are not displayed correctly on your
user interface. please follow these steps to correct the intensity problem: 1. verify that you are

using the correct driver version for your system. the current driver version is 1.0.1. 2. verify that
the following dll file is located in the correct directory: dmx_512d.dll 3. reboot your computer if
you are using windows xp. if you are using windows vista or windows 7, open the start menu,
select the control panel from the start menu, and click on system. select the device manager

from the control panel. verify that your usb composite device is the name of the usb controller
that you have installed, and that the driver associated with it is the correct driver version. if you
are using windows vista or windows 7, you must have the latest service pack installed. note that
some of the settings in your user interface may be displayed differently than they should be. if

necessary, reset the software to the default settings. if you still have problems, check the
following: 1. verify that you have the correct driver for your system. verify that you are using the
correct version of the software. 4. make sure that the usb composite device is the name of the

usb controller that you have installed. 5. make sure that the driver associated with it is the
correct driver version.
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if you have a large-scale
lighting project, sunlite dmx 512
dmx led light master controller
can connect up to 32 dmx512

devices at the same time. it can
be used to control the lights in a
large-scale lighting project, for

example, lights in a concert
hall, an airport, a cinema, a

shopping mall, a stage, and so
on.sunlite dmx 512 dmx led

light master controller can work
in 2 modes: the online mode
and the offline mode. sunlite
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maintenance free lamp for 3
bulbs. manufactured of 100%

solid aluminum the fixtures has
a weather sealed glass lens with

anti-reflective coating. the
fixtures is built to last the

highest quality. manufactured
of solid aluminum with a

weather sealed glass lens.
these fixtures have a lifetime
warranty against defects in

materials and workmanship. as
a maintenance free fixture, no

lamp changes are required.
weather sealed glass lens anti-
reflective coating. 100% solid
alumin.. sunlite new 3 pack
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sunlite ultra-durable 3 pack
maintenance free the sunlite

ultra-durable 3 pack
maintenance free lamp for 3
bulbs. manufactured of 100%

solid aluminum the fixtures has
a weather sealed glass lens with

anti-reflective coating. the
fixtures is built to last the

highest quality. the sunlite led
panel lighting products are

rated ip65 waterproof for indoor
use. they are made from high

quality materials with
exceptional quality. with new
water proof ip65, sunlite’s led
products have become a must
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have for a wide range of
applications. their durability

means your lights are ready for
all weather conditions and can
be used throughout the home.
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